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A B S T R A C T

Electron magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD) is a promising technique to investigate local magnetic structures in
the electron microscope. However, recognition of the EMCD signal, or also finding optimal parameter settings for
given materials and sample orientations typically requires extensive simulations to aid the experiment. Here, we
discuss how modern data processing techniques, in particular independent component analysis, can be used to
identify magnetic signals in an unsupervised manner from energy filtered transmission electron microscopy
(EFTEM) images. On the background of the recent advent of 4D scanning transmission electron microscopy, we
discuss how this data processing may enable simultaneous tracking of all three spatial components of the
magnetic momenta for arbitrary materials and several sample orientations without the previous need of com-
plementary simulations.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) offers a wealth of in-
formation of the sample down to atomic resolution on modern micro-
scopes. For magnetic samples, the electron magnetic chiral dichroism
(EMCD) [1,2] arises from the interaction of the electron with the
magnetic moments of the sample in an EELS measurement. The mag-
netic signal is then obtained either by tuning the phase of the incoming
electron, or by detecting electrons scattered into suitable angles. Thus, a
successful EMCD measurement offers an opportunity to study nanoscale
magnetic devices while at the same time retaining the advantages of
EELS measurements, e.g., detailed information of the chemical en-
vironment, or site-specific fine-structure differences.

Despite experimental and theoretical advances in recent years
pushing the achieved spatial resolution of EMCD measurements from
several nanometers to few Ångström [3–13], experimental as well as
conceptual challenges remain. Especially for measurements at high
spatial resolutions, the low signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the inherently
weak EMCD signal renders it difficult to detect (e.g., [4,7,10]). De-
pendent on multiple parameters, e.g., the sample thickness, con-
vergence and collection angle, phase profile of the electron probe or
exact shape and placement of a collection aperture in the objective
lens’s backfocal plane, the optimization of experimental parameters for
a given sample (or material) to achieve the maximal SNR of the EMCD
signal remains non-trivial to date.

Today, most studies focus on studying the out-of-plane magnetic
moments assuming that the sample is magnetically saturated in the
field of the objective lens. Going beyond this restriction to study also
the in-plane components of the magnetic field adds an additional layer
of complexity since the distribution of the three EMCD components in
the backfocal plane overlap strongly. For many samples and crystal
orientations, simple placement of a collection aperture at certain places
in the backfocal plane may no longer be sufficient to fully distinguish all
EMCD contributions.

In this article, we discuss how blind source separation (BSS)
methods, in particular independent component analysis (ICA) (e.g.,
[14] or any other textbook on ICA), can be used to extract contributions
to the EMCD signal in k-space, as contained in a series of energy filtered
diffraction pattern covering the edge of interest, in an unsupervised
manner. By applying ICA to both theoretically predicted and experi-
mental data we evaluate the potential and practical applicability of our
approach.

In Section 1, we discuss the usage of ICA for recognition of the
EMCD signal in more detail. Furthermore, the method is applied to
theoretically predicted data. Afterward, in Section 2, we demonstrate
the proposed approach experimentally, followed by a brief discussion of
the results in Section 3 and an outlook to extend the method to be
applied to 4D-STEM data sets in Section 4.
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1. Extraction of EMCD using ICA

In order to find a suitable extraction method for the EMCD signal it
is useful to consider the mathematical characteristics of its k-space
distribution. Experimentally, this distribution can be obtained by ac-
quisition of a series of energy filtered transmission electron microscopy
(EFTEM) images of the diffraction plane covering the EELS edge of the
magnetic species of interest (see, e.g., [4,15]).

For this purpose, we have computed the k-space distribution of the
EMCD signal of a Co crystal in (001) zone-axis (ZA), three beam case
orientation (3BC, along the (018) axis) and two beam case orientation
(2BC, obtained by successively tilting out of the 3BC so that G-spot and
0-spot have approximately equal intensities, which mimics the experi-
mental setup of 2BCs) using the Mats.V2 code [16]. The crystal was
chosen to be 21.72 nm (ZA) and 21.16 nm (3BC, 2BC) thick, the probe
had an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. In order to compare EFTEM
measurements to STEM experiments we compute both distributions
using plane waves as incoming beam as well as convergent probes with
a convergence angle of 5 mrad. The resulting distributions of the net
non-magnetic and magnetic signals, i.e., the EMCD distributions as-
suming full polarization along x-, y- or z-axis, are shown in Fig. 1. The z
axis was chosen parallel to the beam propagation direction, the sample
tilt for the 3BC orientation followed the x axis.

At first sight, the k-space distributions of the EMCD signal are
strongly orientation dependent. Additional factors, such as the crystal
thickness or the convergence angle, are also known to affect these
distributions. However, the z-component appears little correlated to the
non-magnetic signal in all crystal orientations studied here.
Furthermore, for 3BC and ZA computation, this uncorrelatedness ex-
tends to all three EMCD components. Comparing plane wave and con-
vergent beam computations, one notices how the asymmetries of 2BC
and 3BC become less pronounced at non-zero convergence angles and
are negligible even at the moderate 5 mrad used here.

The origin of this asymmetry has been described before [17,18].
Since 2BC and 3BC imply tilted samples, the Ewald spheres are also
correspondingly tilted so that an incoming plane wave will intersect it
differently when scattered into the upper or lower half-plane (spanned
by the systematic row reflections). When using convergent beams, the
beam itself offers a selection of different incoming angles, each with
slightly different intersections with the Ewald sphere. Hence, additional
changes induced by the sample tilt become less pronounced.

These visual impressions are further corroborated by the correlation
coefficients (i.e., Pearson correlation coefficients) shown in Fig. 2,
which can easily be estimated from the vectorized component maps of
Fig. 1. While the z-component is always uncorrelated to the non-mag-
netic signal, correlations remain in between the EMCD components for
plane waves. At 5 mrad convergence angle, however, the observed
correlations are attenuated. For the ZA calculation, all components are
orthogonal to each other in either case.

Having recognized the uncorrelatedness of the components, ICA
appears to be a suitable blind source separation technique for this un-
mixing problem. Particularly in cases where the source components,
i.e., non-magnetic and EMCD signals, are known to be orthogonal and
thus statistically independent, such as the ZA orientation or the 3BC for
convergent electron probes, identifiability criteria of ICA are met, the
method can be expected to extract the correct, physically meaningful
source components. Note that uniqueness of ICA has to be understood
as essential uniqueness, i.e., uniqueness up to permutation (ordering of
the components) and scaling. Due to the scaling ambiguity, only re-
lative amplitudes of the obtained components can be interpreted di-
rectly. To analyze also absolute amplitudes, further normalization with
the associated scores is necessary. E.g., when applied to an EFTEM
image, the amplitudes of the associated spectra need to be normalized
before absolute amplitudes in the extracted k-space distributions can be
compared.

A point of criticism of this approach is that while ICA can be

expected to extract the EMCD components, at last, the user needs to
identify them as such, which again presupposes knowledge of the
EMCD distributions. We suggest to overcome this hurdle by using the
following general criteria to identify unknown EMCD contributions

i. In contrast to non-magnetic signals, EMCD components are not
centered around diffraction spots. In particular out-of-plane con-
tributions fulfill this criterion well.

ii. EMCD contributions tend to be anti-symmetric with regard to some
symmetry plane or rotationally symmetric with the rotation axis
centered at the 0-spot. Both symmetries are dependent on the
crystal orientation and distinguish EMCD contributions from other
artifact components.

iii. Particularly in situations where EMCD contributions and non-mag-
netic signal are orthogonal, the EMCD contributions vanish when
summed over large enough areas. Note that this criterion is likely
violated when using electron probes with more general phase pro-
files, e.g., when using electron vortex beams.

We derive these criteria from our experience with simulations of k-
space EMCD distributions across various samples and parameter set-
tings, but point out that they may be violated for some experiment
settings. In such cases, further simulations are needed. Yet, as we show
below, using these criteria the EMCD contributions may now be iden-
tified without prior knowledge.

STEM-EMCD measurements, where the same sample region is
scanned several times with different collection aperture placements
obtaining spectrum images with EMCD signals of opposing signs, can be
considered to yield a 4 dimensional data set, �� ∈

× × ×x y E a where x, y, E
and a are the number of pixels along x- and y-axis, the number of en-
ergy channels and the number of aperture placements, respectively (the
notation �� ∈

× ×⋯×a a an1 2 denotes a n-dimensional tensor whose entries
are real numbers and whose ith mode has the length ai). One may thus
wonder whether ICA, when applied to the matricized data

�∈
×X ,x y E a( · · ) can be used to extract the EMCD signal also here.

Unfortunately, the typically low number of aperture placements a may
be lower than the number of source spectra. The thus arising rank de-
ficiency would prohibit ICA to fully separate magnetic and non-mag-
netic contributions. Furthermore, the averaging of large k-space re-
gions, which is implicitly done by usage of a collection aperture, may
destroy the statistical independence of the components (depending on
the sample orientation and exact placement of the collection apertures).
Hence, ICA applied to the k-space components may not offer a general
route to EMCD extraction in STEM-EMCD measurements.

2. EMCD extraction on experimental data

In this section, we will demonstrate how ICA in combination with
the above three criteria is able to identify the EMCD contributions in
EFTEM images measured on a Co crystal tilted in two- (2BC) and three-
beam case orientation and an Yttrium-iron garnet (YIG) tilted to ZA
orientation. All three being typical crystal orientations used in EMCD
measurements.

The samples used in the experiments are a Co nanoplate [13] and a
YIG single crystal [19]. The energy filtered diffraction patterns for Co
and YIG were acquired using a Gatan GIF spectrometer on a FEI Titan
80–300 operated at 300 kV with the energy step of 1 eV (slit width
2 eV). The acquisition time for each frame with a size of 1024 × 1024
is set to 10 s to ensure the signal-noise-ratio. The energy ranges in the
experiments for Co and YIG are chosen around the L-edges of Fe and Co,
respectively, i.e., 660–780 eV and 720–870 eV. The diameter of the
(parallel) electron beam is about 100 nm. The thickness of the probed
regions are approx. 20 nm for Co and approx. 45 nm for YIG. The three-
dimensional data sets are consisting of the reciprocal kx-ky plane and
electron energy loss. The artifacts and distortions are corrected for all
the data sets. Firstly, the X-ray spikes are removed for all frames. Then,
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Fig. 1. Theoretically predicted k-space distributions of the EMCD signal and net non-magnetic signal for a Co crystal in zone axis orientation (top), 3 beam orientation
(center) and 2 beam orientation (bottom), each using a plance wave and 5 mrad convergence angle. All intensities are in arbitrary units.
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the SDSD (Statistically Determined Spatial Drift) script [20] installed in
Digital Micrograph is used to conduct the automated spatial drift cor-
rection for EFTEM image series by selecting the transmitted spot as a
reference. At last, non-isochromaticity of the data sets are corrected
according to the peak of the L3 edges of Co and Fe [21].

2.1. Co, two beam case

The first example studied here is the Co crystal oriented to 2BC
orientation. The EFTEM set was aligned and then background sub-
tracted by fitting a power law model in the pre-edge using the back-
ground subtraction scheme from [22] (fitted in the range from 741–760
eV). Afterwards, each energy slice was filtered using a broad Gaussian
filter (with =σ 20). Principal component analysis (PCA) indicates 6
significant components on the thus pre-processed data set. ICA was
applied to the scores obtained via PCA, the resulting components are
shown in Fig. 3.

Now applying the three selection criteria outlined in Section 1, one
can exclude components a, b, c since they are centered around the
remaining diffraction spots. Components d and e can similarly be ex-
cluded since they lack major negative contributions in the distribution
map, thus violating the third criterion. The remaining component (f)
indeed resembles the typical EMCD distribution for a fully z-polarized
sample.

Also considering the associated spectrum, shown in Fig. 4, one does
not obtain the EMCD spectrum immediately, which may hint to re-
maining mixing and the influence of artifact components, but can
nonetheless visualize the EMCD spectrum by comparison to the mean
spectrum. The classical branching of L3 and L2 edge intensity is ob-
served.

2.2. Co, three beam case

Next, we consider an EFTEM set of a Co crystal in 3BC orientation.
The data were pre-processed analogously to the previous section, i.e.,
aligned, background subtracted and then filtered by a Gaussian filter
( =σ 20) in every energy slice. PCA suggested a total of 11 significant
components, the components obtained by subsequent ICA are displayed
in Fig. 5.

As before, we apply the three selection criteria to the obtained
components. Components e, f, g, h and i are localized around the three
diffraction spots and can thus be excluded. Components j and k lack any
obvious symmetry and can thus similarly be excluded. Among the re-
maining components, b, c and d correlate strongly with the four
quadrants of which the CCD camera is composed. Additionally as-
suming that the EMCD map is independent from these artifacts allows
to neglect also these components. The only remaining component a
again resembles the expected EMCD distribution closely (comp. Fig. 1).

As before for the 2BC, the EMCD spectrum is not obtained directly.

Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients for the non-magnetic (NM) and 3 EMCD (X,Y,Z)
components for the three sample orientations and convergence angles displayed
in Fig. 1. The x-components of the 3BC and 2BC simulation were omitted due to
the negligibly small amplitudes making them experimentally intractable. Note
also that pronounced negative correlation coefficients may occur for other
settings, e.g., flipped magnetization directions.

Fig. 3. Source components unmixed using ICA on an EFTEM series measured on
a Co crystal in 2 beam orientation as well as the mean intensity of the back-
ground subtracted data set (g) and the scree plot obtained by PCA (h). The
intensities are in arbitrary units.
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Instead, as shown in Fig. 6, a comparison of the associated spectrum
with the mean spectrum can be used to display the characteristic
branching of L3 and L2 peaks.

2.3. YIG, zone axis orientation

The last sample considered here is the ZA data set acquired on YIG.
EMCD signals have previously been extracted from this sample, a
comparison to theoretically predicted EMCD maps can be found in [19].

Fig. 4. Normalized spectral signatures of the independent component carrying
the EMCD signal and the mean spectrum (top) as well as their difference
(bottom). The spectrum corresponds to component f in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Source components unmixed using ICA on an EFTEM series measured on a Co crystal in 3BC orientation as well as the mean intensity of the background
subtracted data set (l). The intensities are in arbitrary units.

Fig. 6. Normalized spectral signatures of the independent component carrying
the EMCD signal and the mean spectrum (top) as well as their difference
(bottom). The spectrum corresponds to component a in Fig. 5.
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In analogy to the previous two data sets, the data were aligned, back-
ground subtracted and Gaussian filtered ( =σ 10, σ is chosen smaller
than for the 2BC and 3BC since the EMCD distribution is expected to
fluctuate with a higher spatial frequency) before being subjected to
PCA, which indicated 7 significant components. The resulting in-
dependent components are displayed in Fig. 7.

Excluding components centered around diffraction spots (d and e),
components without obvious symmetry (b, c and f) and components
consisting of positive (negative) values only (g) leaves only one com-
ponent as EMCD candidate. Note how also this data set shows com-
ponents which seem unrelated to the diffraction signals and seem to be
some spurious contribution of the detection system, i.e., the stripe-like
feature of components c and f.

The spectrum of component h is shown in Fig. 8. In this case the
EMCD spectrum appears immediately without additional comparison
with the mean spectrum, having a comparable spectral shape (and
distribution) as shown in [19].

3. Discussion

The three data sets treated in the previous section can serve as a
proof of principle of the capability of ICA to identify EMCD components
in energy filtered diffraction image series in a widely autonomous
manner. In all three cases the qualitatively correct EMCD distribution
was extracted. However, the expectation to directly extract the EMCD
distribution and spectrum was not met. Instead, additional contrasting
of the obtained components to the mean spectrum was necessary to
visualize the EMCD spectrum for the Co sample. We also observe that
all three data sets display artifact components. In the first set (Fig. 3),
components b and c likely originate from slight misalignments of the G-
spot by minor changes of the crystal tilt in between acquisition of in-
dividual energy slices. For the latter two sets, similar components are
observed besides additional camera artifacts, as discussed above. A
quantitative analysis of these three data sets may thus be prohibited due
to residual mixing of EMCD and artifact components. The unmixing
performance of ICA hinges on the independence of the signal of interest
from all other signals - non-magnetic and artifact signals alike. Since
one can not warrant that artifact components will be independent of the
magnetic signal, ICA can not offer a guarantee for successful unmixing
of EMCD from them.

Turning this observation around, we see that while this extraction
approach is sensitive to misalignment, changes of sample tilt and camera
artifacts in the sense that more components arise, it is also robust to
such error sources, as the qualitative EMCD maps could be extracted in
spite of the data’s shortcomings. For future measurements on more
stable microscopes equipped with less artifact prone cameras these
error sources will likely be negligible, the fully quantitative unmixing
theoretically possible (based on the observations of Section 1) may be
achieved.

Already now the achieved qualitative unmixing poses a way to, e.g.,
experimentally optimize the collection aperture placement for a sub-
sequent STEM-EMCD measurement. Even in cases where several EMCD
contributions overlap, e.g., in case different lattice sites contribute with
different EMCD signals, ICA may allow to track all signals simulta-
neously.

4. ICA for 4D-STEM EMCD

If not for the sample’s magnetic polarization due to the field of the
objective lens, the three EMCD components may vary freely in an ex-
periment, they can be expected to appear mixed. While, e.g., the 3BC
orientation allows for extraction of y and z component via suitable
placement of a circular collection aperture, this is less straightforward
for the ZA orientation. Besides presupposing knowledge of optimal
aperture placements, this procedure would require several

Fig. 7. Mean intensity of the background subtracted EFTEM set (a) and source
components unmixed using ICA (b to h) on an EFTEM series measured on a YIG
crystal in ZA orientation. The intensities are in arbitrary units.

Fig. 8. Normalized spectral signatures of the independent component carrying
the EMCD signal and the mean spectrum. The spectrum corresponds to com-
ponent h in Fig. 7.
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measurements of the same sample region with different apertures in
order to get a complete picture of the sample’s magnetism, which is
time consuming and wasteful with the electron counts. If, however, one
would instead acquire a 4D-STEM data set containing EFTEM images at
every pixel of the STEM image [23,24], all moment directions can be
tracked simultaneously due to the unmixing through ICA.

In such a 4D-STEM measurement, an energy slit needs to be placed
to select, e.g., the L3 edge only, different pixels of the 4D-STEM set with
different magnetization directions will then have correspondingly dif-
ferent weights of the three different EMCD contributions. ICA on the
compressed data set may then extract them. I.e., above we have treated
data sets �� ∈

× × ,k k Ex y where kx and ky denote the k-space grid of the
EFTEM image and E the number of energy channels. The sets were
matricized to �∈

×X k k E·x y so that a matrix factorization technique (here
ICA) yields basis vectors of the vectorized k-space maps assuming that
the EMCD component weights vary over the spectral range considered.
For a 4D-STEM set, �� ∈

× × ×x y k ky x (x and y being the real space grid), a
matricization to �∈

×X x y k k· ·y x with subsequent matrix factorization si-
milarly yields the vectorized k-space maps now assuming that the
weights of the EMCD components vary across different pixels in the
data set rather than in different energy channels. Rather than mea-
suring EMCD spectra, such a measurement would yield position de-
pendent amplitudes of the magnetic moment direction components.
Domain walls, spin spirals and other non-trivial spin arrangement could
be studied efficiently.

Among the practical issues of this approach is an energy filter se-
lecting the magnetic species of interest, e.g., the Co L3-edge in the ex-
amples studied above. Furthermore, we expect the approach to be
sensitive to sample thickness and orientation changes, much as the
EFTEM image is sensitive to these two parameters. I.e., different
thicknesses or orientations would likely need to be described by a dif-
ferent set of components, thus complicating the analysis.

While microscopes capable of 4D-STEM measurements are scarce as
of today, the proposed measurement is an experimentally otherwise
straightforward approach to get a complete picture of the samples
magnetism using EMCD. ICA aided extraction of EMCD signals opens
thus exciting new possibilities to study nanoscale magnetism.

5. Conclusions

In this article we have demonstrated how ICA can be used to extract
EMCD contributions from a series of energy filtered diffraction patterns.
By means of three simple selection criteria, the EMCD contribution can
be identified without prior knowledge for several typical measurement
setups. This opens the possibility to employ EMCD measurements in a
more automatized manner not requiring additional simulations for
parameter optimization or guidance of the EMCD extraction.

When applied to experimental data sets, we obtain a qualitatively
correct unmixing, robust to artifacts arising from shortcomings of the
experimental equipment. A fully quantitative analysis of the data was
prohibited due to the presence of these additional components, which is
a hurdle likely overcome in future measurements.

An outlook considering recent experimental developments was
given. The here outlined method may prove useful to enable facile
measurements of the magnetic momenta along all spatial modes or

identification of several contributing magnetic species in parallel, nei-
ther of which can currently be performed in the electron microscope
with ease.
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